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Dolores Cannon Between Life Death
A unique volume based on research that includes every near-death experience ever documented suggests
that our souls exist in a parallel universe and actually map out our human lives prior to birth. Tour.
Not since Dr. Michael Newton, Edgar Cayce, Dr. Byron Weiss, and Dolores Cannon has there been a book
that combines past lives, lives between lives, and actual soul council meetings shared in startling detail
by hypnotically-induced subjects. These eight individuals recount not only the circumstances of their past
lives but where they went after death and the soul lessons they reviewed with their council of elders and
spirit guides.Use these pages to travel with prolific author, hypnotist, and researcher David Rippy to the
shores of the New World through the eyes of a British first mate in the Royal Navy facing danger and the
World War II battlefields as a lieutenant in a Nazi tank battalion. These subjects will learn about the
nature of their current lives in relation to the past, such as the woman who discovered shed been in the
same ill-fated romantic pairing in this life as when she was a settler on the U.S. prairie.Rippy covers the
Universal Laws in detail and how all of our individual lives from birth to death and beyond are impacted
by them. Regardless of your religious persuasion, the book offers insight for everyone and its common
themes resonate throughout.
Would you like to understand the deeper spiritual meaning of physical illness, parenting handicapped
children, drug addiction, alcoholism, the death of a loved one, accidents, deafness, and blindness? Your
Soul’s Plan (which was originally published under the title Courageous Souls: Do We Plan Our Life
Challenges Before Birth?) explores the premise that we are all eternal souls who plan our lives, including
our greatest challenges, before we are born for the purpose of spiritual growth. Through compelling
profiles of people who knowingly planned the experiences mentioned above, Your Soul’s Plan shows that
suffering is not purposeless, but rather imbued with deep meaning. Working with four gifted mediums,
author Robert Schwartz reveals the significance of each person’s life plan and allows us a fascinating
look into the “other side.” Each personal story focuses on a specific life challenge, organized by type for
easy reference. Accessible both to those familiar with the metaphysical aspects of spirituality and to the
general reader, the moving narratives that comprise Your Soul’s Plan help readers awaken to the reality
that they are transcendent, eternal souls. With this stirring book as a guide, feelings of anger,
resentment, guilt, and victimization are healed and transformed into acceptance, forgiveness, gratitude,
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and peace. Robert Schwartz is also the author of Your Soul’s Gift: The Healing Power of the Life You
Planned Before You Were Born, which explores the pre-birth planning of spiritual awakening,
miscarriage, abortion, caregiving, abusive relationships, sexuality, incest, adoption, poverty, suicide,
rape, and mental illness. There’s also a chapter about the pre-birth planning we do with our future pets.
Robert Schwartz is a hypnotherapist who offers general Spiritual Guidance Sessions, Past Life Soul
Regressions, and Between Lives Soul Regressions. Visit Robert online at www.yoursoulsplan.com.
Please note: This is a companion version & not the original book. Sample Book Insights: #1 I am a
regressionist, which is a popular term for a hypnotist who specializes in past life regressions and
historical research. I have found that many people are afraid of the in-between life plane, which is called
the dead state by regressionists. #2 I had to go back and remember my beliefs and thoughts as they were
before the light entered. I wanted to write books about the people’s versions of these historical periods,
because each unknowingly corroborated the others’ stories while in deep trance. #3 I have found that
there is no reason to fear death. We subconsciously know what happens and what lies over there. We have
all gone through it countless times before. So in my study of death, I have found the celebration of life.
#4 When death occurs, there is a feeling of coldness and then suddenly the spirit is standing by the side
of the bed or wherever it is, looking at their body. They usually can’t understand why the other people in
the room are so upset because they feel so wonderful.
The Psychic's Bible
Soul Speak – The Language of Your Body
Convoluted Universe Book 5
The Journey to Enlightenment
How Near-death Experiences Illuminate Our Earthly Lives
The World Before
Sequel to Jesus and the Essenes. The past-life memories of two women capture a true and compelling portrait of Jesus the man, from the
healing miracles he performed to the gentle philosophy he preached. This is an INSIDER view, direct from Jesus' time, deep in feeling tones
and profound in implications, giving a sense of how things truly were. This book includes drawings of the Temple and Old Jerusalem, and
includes scenes at the Temple in Jerusalem, visits to homes and leper colonies, political intrigues leading to the crucifixion, and also the
personal feelings of those who met him. The realism of this information is astounding.
This is the fourth volume in the series in the wildly successful Convoluted Universe series. Premier hypnotherapist, and psychic researcher
Dolores Cannon does it again. Using deep hypnosis and past life regression techniques, she presents mind-blowing theories and concepts
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originating from other dimensions. In this amazing book, is more information about the spirit side - where we go after we "die." Plus new
information on the life reviews and preparing contracts and your life plan of what you hope to accomplish on your return to Earth. Cannon
uncovers forgotten ancient knowledge that secret mystery schools and ancient civilizations used and is being brought back now. Ancient
mysteries such as: Atlantis, Lemuria, the original Stonehenge, and the creation of life on Earth are explored.
This ground-breaking study confirms that life choices are individually made within a between-life state called Bardo, where explanations for
life's burdens and ideas for relief are also offered
Dolores Cannon uses information obtained from regressive hypnosis to formulate a provocative viewpoint on the ancient astronaut theory of
human origins. Her findings indicate that the earth was seeded eons ago by travellers from outer space. These visits by ancient
extraterrestrials did not end with their intervention in human evolution. They have continued up to the present day resulting in a whole class of
contemporary humans who have been subject to alien abduction.
Conversations with Nostradamus: Volume 2
Seth Speaks (A Seth Book)
Signs from the Other Side
Life Between Life
Beyond Abduction
Creating Your Own Shift

UFO Sightings and Abductions by aliens were the beginning, the tip of the iceberg. Dolores Cannon's work in hypnosis has taken the
study beyond abduction. This accumulation of 12 years of cases includes: * Cases of missing time * Spacecraft from other dimensions
and planes of existence * Condensed or distorted time * The differences and functions of various alien races * And much more Dolores
traces the phenomenon from the simple to the complex. Exploring areas untouched by other investigators, she makes the unbelievable
become acceptable and understandable.
UFO sightings and abductions by aliens were the beginning, the tip of the iceberg. Dolore Cannon's work in Hypnosis has taken the
study beyond abduction. Dolores traces the phenomenon from the simple to the complex. Exploring areas untouched by other
investigators, she makes the unbelievable become acceptable and understandable!
After her son, Erik, committed suicide at age twenty, a physician, who had always placed her faith in science, finds her skepticism of
life after death turning into belief when Erik begins communicating with her from the other side.
Dolores has accumulated information about the Death experience and what lies beyond through 16 years of hypnotic research and pastlife therapy. While retrieving past-life experiences, hundreds of subjects reported the same memories when experiencing their death,
the spirit realm, and their rebirth.This book also explores:* Guides and guardian angels* Ghosts and poltergeists* Planning your
present lifetime and karmic relationships before your birth* The significance of bad lifetimes* Perceptions of God and the Devil* And
much more
WHERE do our loved ones go AFTER they die?
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Jesus and the Essenes
Case Studies of Life Between Lives
The Custodians
Between Life and Death: From Despair to Hope
Achieving Life-Affirming Death Awareness
Many of us lived previous lives as keepers of sacred knowledge that was taught in the ancient
mystery schools. Much of this knowledge was lost through time due to disasters and destruction
or death. The knowledge was reserved for a select few who devoted their lives to understanding
and teaching it.
Humanity has recently entered an extraordinary period of transition in which it is preparing to
make a quantum, transformational leap to a higher level of consciousness and reality known as
the Fifth Dimension--forever leaving behind all experiences of fear, conflict, pain, sorrow and
duality. As veils of forgetfulness and dysfunctional patterns begin to dissolve in this Shift,
we are at the dawn of an entirely new era on the planet: life lived from love, peace,
cooperation, abundance, and reverence for all existence. AWAKENING TO THE FIFTH DIMENSION is an
indispensable guide for this journey into uncharted new territory in consciousness, which may
include unprecedented experiences of freedom, joy and expansion as well as significant
challenges of disorientation and rapid change. We are invited here into conscious participation
in an accelerated evolution as we ascend into the Fifth Dimension. In mapping the territory of
this dimensional shift, it is also a call to co-create a New Earth that many of us have deeply
longed for. Among its themes: • Common personal experiences during the Shift • Ways to navigate
it with ease and grace • Understanding the Dimensions: Third, Fourth and the emerging Fifth •
Physical, mental and emotional "Ascension symptoms" • Raising and sustaining your vibration:
well-being, happiness, freedom • Stepping into a new multi-dimensional identity • Discovering
your mission for assisting the planet through the Shift
In 1945 when the atomic bombs were dropped in WWII, our "protectors" and "watchers" in outer
space saw that Earth was on a collision course with disaster. The prime directive of noninterference prevented them from taking any action, but then they came up with a brilliant plan
to save Earth and assist her in her ascension. They couldn't interfere from the "outside", but
maybe they could influence from the "inside". So the call went out for volunteers to come and
help. "Earth is in trouble - who wants to volunteer?" The native souls living on Earth were too
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caught up on the wheel of karma. The only hope was to ask for pure souls to come who had never
been trapped on the karmic cycle. Dolores in her hypnosis work has discovered three waves of
these volunteers. Some have come direct from the "Source" and have never lived in any type of
physical body before. Others have lived as space beings on other planets or other dimensions.
Because all memory is erased upon entry to the Earth dimension, they do not remember their
assignment. Thus these beautiful souls have a difficult time adjusting to our chaotic world.
These souls have a vital role to play as they help all of the rest of us ascend to the New
Earth. * Characteristics of the Three Waves of Volunteers * The Difficulties being Experienced
by First-Timers * How the Shift is affecting the Physical Body * The Roles of ETs and Light
Beings in the Shift * Keepers of the Grid * The Separation of the Old and New Earth * What is
the New Earth? * What is the Significance of 2012?
This comprehensive book will teach you everything you need to know about how to activate and
develop your psychic skills. Starting with a questionnaire to test how much psychic power you
already have, The Psychic's Bible leads you through a variety of techniques from grounding and
balancing yourself to energy healing, psychic protection, scrying, contacting your spirit guides
and much more. Full of practical advice and step-by-step exercises, this is the perfect
reference for anyone who would like to explore their psychic abilities.
Your Soul's Plan
Summary of Dolores Cannon's Between Death and Life – Conversations with a Spirit
The Definitive Guide to Developing Psychic Skills
Conversations with Nostradamus: Volume 1
The Search for Hidden, Sacred Knowledge
One of the most powerful of the Seth Books, this essential guide to conscious living clearly and
powerfully articulates the furthest reaches of human potential, and the concept that we all create our
own reality according to our individual beliefs. Having withstood the test of time, it is still
considered one of the most dynamic and brilliant maps of inner reality available today. “The Seth books
present an alternate map of reality with a new diagram of the psyche . . . useful to all explorers of
consciousness.” — Deepak Chopra “Seth was one of my first metaphysical teachers. He remains a constant
source of knowledge and inspiration in my life.” — Marianne Williamson “I would like to see the Seth
books as required reading for anyone on their spiritual pathway. The amazing in-depth information in
the Seth books is as relevant today as it was in the early ’70s when Jane Roberts first channeled this
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material.” — Louise Hay
A journey that will compel readers to view life after death in a completely different way. Where - do
our loved ones go - After they die? This is the question that has traversed the universe for centuries
and is considered one of life’s greatest mysteries. While many of the world’s renowned philosophers,
scientists, theorists, doctors, and great mystics endorsed the existence of the afterlife, no one book
has been available to explore it all, until now. Mariel Forde Clarke asserts that whether you believe
in God or heaven, you can be comforted by the sense that an afterlife exists beyond the realm of one's
physical comprehension. Drawing on the findings of patients who have had near-death experiences and
visions, and on those of renowned scientists and doctors, Clarke helps the reader chart the journey of
the soul and navigate their grief.
The author's account of her own near-death experience reveals the lessons she learned during her
encounter with the other side, while speculating on the popular trend associated with near-death
experiences. Original.
James Van Praagh has touched the lives of millions through his extraordinary ability to communicate
with the next world. Widely known through his regular appearances on NBC, his first book Talking to
Heaven became an international bestseller. In REACHING TO HEAVEN, Van Praagh takes us on a journey to
show what happens at death, what the spirit world is like, how a soul chooses to be reborn, and how the
process of reincarnation works. Through simple exercises and meditations REACHING TO HEAVEN will help
you to rediscover your true spiritual nature and achieve greater self-awareness and inner peace.
The Legend of Starcrash
The Other Side of Death
Legacy from the Stars
My Son and the Afterlife
The Immortal Soul
A Spiritual Journey Through Life and Death

Dolores has accumulated information about the Death experience and what lies beyond through 16 years of hypnotic research
and past-life therapy. While retrieving past-life experiences, hundreds of subjects reported the same memories when
experiencing their death, the spirit realm, and their rebirth.This book also explores: * Guides and guardian angels* Ghosts and
poltergeists* Planning your present lifetime and karmic relationships before your birth* The significance of bad lifetimes*
Perceptions of God and the Devil* And much more
"This book fruitfully serves those looking to apply Ernest Beckerís ideas psychotherapeutically, in individual counseling or in
group therapy. A capstone to Robert Firestoneís 50 years of work in psychotherapy, psychoanalysis and psychiatry and to the
numerous books written by these authors, Firestone and Catlett show how to apply the themes and implications of the ideas of
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Ernest Becker in everyday life. Their basic premise is that accepting death is part of developing an affirming and meaningful
experience of life. Contributing to the credibility of their presentation is the wealth of clinical evidence and personal experience
Firestone and Catlett incorporate." --The Ernest Becker Foundation "[F]ascinating and an enjoyable read....steeped in well
researched and relevant psychological and sociological perspectives applicable to all social studies areas..." --Carol Lloyd
University of Chichester "Firestone and Catlettís work is a marvelous achievement....This volume is both innovative and intrepid.
Firestone and Catlett challenge prevailing psychoanalytic views on death and they demolish many of the accepted canons of
thanatology and existential psychology. ...This is required reading for anyone who purports to talk about death." -- Jerry Piven,
PhD Author of Death and Delusion: A Freudian Analysis of Mortal Terror "[A] towering synthesis of personal and clinical wisdom
about death....with a superb overview of the psychology of death and death anxiety....Dr. Firestone draws on the best of the
existential-humanistic as well as the psychoanalytic thinkers to address a flourishing path toward self-realization." -Kirk J.
Schneider, PhD Author, Existential-Integrative Psychotherapy and Awakening to Awe (From the Foreword) Firestone and Catlett's
groundbreaking volume assists mental health practitioners in helping their clients learn to accept and face their mortality. They
describe the many defenses of death anxiety that keep individuals from achieving personal fulfillment, and also suggest methods
to cope directly with fears of death; an approach that, ironically, can lead to more satisfaction, more freedom, and a greater
appreciation for the gift of life. This book examines the many destructive consequences of death anxiety, including introversion,
depression, and withdrawal from life. Throughout the book, the authors demonstrate the importance of achieving what they call
life-affirming death awareness. Key topics include: The dawning awareness of death and its impact on the developing child
Literal and symbolic defenses against death anxiety Separation theory and "the fantasy bond" Challenging the defenses that
interfere with living fully Microsuicide: the death of the spirit Breaking with limiting religious dogma and cultural worldviews
With this book, mental health practitioners and their clients will be able to better understand death awareness, overcome the
defenses against death anxiety, and ultimately lead richer, more fulfilling lives.
Through regressive hypnosis a lost legend of the history of mankind has been retrieved from the recesses of time. Did the
American Indians descend from the inhabitants of an alien spacecraft that crashed in the Alaska-Canada region thousands of
years ago? Starcrash indicates that aliens continued to come to Earth, some intentionally and by accident, throughout our
history. In order to adjust to harsh conditions they were forced to interbreed with the local aborigines. This was the only way to
insure the survival of their race. Does their blood still flow in the veins of certain American Indian tribes?
This sequel to The Convoluted Universe - Book One provides metaphysical information obtained through numerous subjects by
hypnotic past-life regression.
They Walked with Jesus
Past Life Experiences with Christ
Between Death and Life
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Discovering the Real Meaning of the Life You Planned Before You Were Born
2012
Beyond Death Anxiety

Learn the latest details and most recent groundbreaking discoveries that reveal, for the first time, the
mystery of life in the spirit world after death on Earth?proof that our consciousness survives?in Journey
of Souls by Michael Newton, Ph.D. Using a special hypnosis technique to reach the hidden memories of
subjects, Dr. Newton discovered some amazing insights into what happens to us between lives. Journey
of Souls is the record of 29 people who recalled their experiences between physical deaths. Through
their extraordinary stories, you will learn specifics about: ·How it feels to die ·What you see and feel
right after death ·The truth about "spiritual guides" ·What happens to "disturbed" souls ·Why you are
assigned to certain soul groups in the spirit world and what you do there · How you choose another body
to return to Earth ·The different levels of souls: beginning, intermediate, and advanced ·When and
where you first learn to recognize soulmates on Earth ·The purpose of life Journey of Souls is a graphic
record or "travel log" by these people of what happens between lives on Earth. They give specific details
as they movingly describe their astounding experiences. After reading Journey of Souls, you will gain a
better understanding of the immortality of the human soul. You will meet day-to-day challenges with a
greater sense of purpose. You will begin to understand the reasons behind events in your own life.
Journey of Souls is a life-changing book. Already, over 165,000 people have taken Journey of Souls to
heart, giving them hope in trying times. You should read a copy, too.
LOVE NEVER DIES Finding comfort through communication With stories and insightful suggestions,
beloved psychic medium Bill Philipps demonstrates that our loved ones on the other side are available to
us. He promises that, with an open heart and mind ready to receive, anyone can recognize the signs that
spirits of the departed may be trying to send. Signs from the Other Side offers an in-depth explanation
of how Bill does what he does, as well as practical advice on how to receive and interpret signs when
they appear. By tapping into our intuition, we can experience deep connections that lead to forgiveness,
reassurance, or simply one last moment with a loved one. The book also includes more than twenty
inspiring examples of how others experienced comfort through such communications.
For ages, most of humanity has placed “life” and “death” at two ends of the existential spectrum –
favoring one, fearing the other and continuously floundering between the two. Only when someone who
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has consciously traversed between both life and death offers to articulate some aspects of it, does
humanity get a glimpse of what lies beyond the horizon of its normal perception. With his extraordinary
insights, coming from a profound inner experience, Sadhguru reveals that life and death are, in fact, two
sides of the same coin. It is only by embracing both that we can break the shackles of our selfmade
struggles and be set free. In his own words, he says: “Death is a cosmic joke. If you get the joke, when
you fall on the other side, it will be wonderful. If you don’t get the joke, when you are here you fear the
other side, and when the other side comes, you just don’t know what it is about. If death becomes a
laughing matter in your life, life becomes an utterly effortless process – there is no need to restrain
yourself in the process of life; you can live your life absolutely, totally.” “The distance between your life
and death is just one breath, isn’t it?” – Sadhguru
Dr Kashyap Patel is a renowned oncologist in the US who works with terminally ill cancer patients.
Through him, we meet Harry, who, after a life full of adventure, is diagnosed with terminal lung cancer.
As he stares death in the face, Harry leans on Dr Patel, an expert in understanding the process of death
and dying. His questions and fears are addressed through the stories of many other patients that Dr
Patel has treated-from the young and vivacious to those who had already lived full lives, from patients
who could barely afford their rent to those who had been wildly successful. What ties these stories
together is the single thread of the lessons Harry learns along the way, lessons that ultimately enable
him to plan his own exit from the world gracefully-dying without fear.
The Eternal Validity of the Soul
Opening to the Spirit World
Life and Death in One Breath
Five Lives Remembered
The Three Waves of Volunteers & the New Earth
Awakening to the Fifth Dimension -- A Guide for Navigating the Global Shift
This is the fifth book in the revolutionary Convoluted Universe series that begun in 2001.
The persistent memory of a horrible death, that reached across time and space, and caused a 22 year old American
girl to seek past-life therapy, revealed the dramatic story of a Japanese man who was killed in the atomic bombing of
Hiroshima. There have been many stories of pain, death and destruction told by survivors of the Hiroshima bombing.
This is the eyewitness account of one who did not survive!This case revealed startling information about the Japanese
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side of the war. Research into the bombing also revealed terrible truths that the public was not aware of at the time of
this dramatic ending of World War II.
We are children of the stars. This is our legacy and our heritage. In the history of the cosmos, Earth is a young planet.
Our souls, on the other hand, have been around forever and will continue to be around forever. Thus Earth is not our
only home. We have lived many lives in unusual environments before deciding to journey here and learn the lessons
of Earth. After our schooling is completed on this planet, we will journey onward to discover new worlds to explore.The
memories of these soul journeys are recorded in our subconscious, and in Legacy from the Stars hynotherapist
Dolores Cannon shows that they can be retrieved through regressive hypnosis. She reports dramatic cases where the
subjects relived other lifetimes in strange environments -- inhabitants of other planets. After reading her latest book,
you may agree that "we are all extraterrestrials," and Earth is merely a stop-over in our long adventure.
The third and final book in their series contains 132 additional quatrains written and deciphered by Nostradamus
himself, plus the exposure of bogus quatrains erroneously attributed to the great psychic Dolores Cannon has pierced
the veil of the space/time continuum by her use of regressive hypnosis, to bring us warnings of events to come. This
volume continues to work through various subjects and completes the interpretation of all the known prophecies.
His Prophecies Explained
Reaching to Heaven
Conversations from the Other Side
The Convoluted Universe: Book 3
The Convoluted Universe: Book 4
A Soul Remembers Hiroshima
In this book you will discover what the messages from the different body systems mean and how you can heal any situation by understanding the message
that is being delivered and acting appropriately on that message. This is a secret language that is now being revealed. It is no longer a mystery. Discover
for yourself what YOU are trying to say to YOURSELF.
Originally printed in 1989 each edition has added updates of events predicted by Nostradamus that have occurred since the last edition. For this newest
edition regressionist and psychic researcher Dolores Cannon has written an extensive addendum that covers evidence of the fulfilment of the prophecies
predicted by Nostradamus. Secret weapons computers the World Wide Web and the New Science of Nano-technology are included among the new topics
covered. Nostradamus broke through to our time period by a one-in-a-million chance contact through hypnosis. In this series the master himself explains
the puzzles he carefully concealed in code within his famous quatrains or prophecies. Contains 136 quatrains.
This book summarizes THE BEST insights of thirty-seven of the world's most authoritative sources. It provides readers with a vast cross-section of
information and perspectives on this initiation into a divinely ordained, new beginning for our world! The authors of this prophetic anthology explain
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what's happening around us today and what "ascension" is all about. Each chapter adds dimension, reassurance and excitement about this exciting
transition.
Based on forty-five years of hypnotic research and past-life therapy, provides information about the death and rebirth experiences as reported during
conversations between the author and hundreds of deceased subjects.
Journey of Souls
Conversations with a Spirit
Keepers of the Garden
The Eternal Journey
Where After
Conversations With A Spirit

In 1971, Arthur Ford gave Ruth Montgomery six predictions, published in A World Beyond. Every one
has come true! In The World Before, he and the Guides offer secret lore of the past and startling new
glimpses of the future. Here is the extraordinary story
THE BEGINNING What do you do when you discover information that is before its time? What do you do
when your curiosity takes you on an adventure that is so bizarre that there is nothing "normal" to relate
to? This is what happened to Dolores Cannon in 1968, long before she began her career as a past-life
hypnotherapist and regressionist. Travel back with us to that time when the words "reincarnation, pastlives, regression, walk-ins, New Age" were unknown to the general population. This is the story of two
normal people, who accidentally stumbled across past-lives while working with a doctor to help a patient
relax. It began so innocently, yet it crossed the boundaries of the imagination to open up an entirely new
way of thinking at a time when such a thing was unheard of. It went totally against the belief systems of
the time. It was so startling that they should have stopped, but their curiosity demanded that they
continue to explore the unorthodox. The experiment changed the participants and everyone involved,
and their beliefs would never be the same. Dolores Cannon is now a world-renowned hypnotherapist who
has explored thousands of cases in the forty years since 1968, and has written fifteen books about her
discoveries. Her books are translated into more than 20 languages. She is teaching her unique form of
hypnosis all over the world. When she lectures people ask, "How did you get started on all of this?" This
is the story of her beginnings. The book was written in 1980, her very first book. It has laid dormant,
gathering dust, until now, waiting. Now is the time for it to come forth. Enjoy the adventure!
Dolores Cannon has accumulated information about the death experience and what lies beyond, through
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16 years of hypnotic research and past-life therapy. While revealing these experiences hundreds of
subjects reported the same memories when experiencing their death, the spirit realm and their rebirth.
Recorded and dictated word for word, the subjects reveal enlightening wisdom that is hidden in the
subconscious of all humankind.
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